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After a 40-day decline in Ethereum’s on-chain activity, the second half of September saw a significant uptick in the amount
of unique and new addresses transacting on the Ethereum blockchain.

Key Takeaways
ý

ý

The amount of tokenized Bitcoin on Ethereum has more than doubled
in the past 30 days. In the first 8 months of 2020, the amount
of tokenized BTC on Ethereum grew from mere 970 to 57,000.
In the past 30 days alone, that number skyrocketed from
57,000 to 118,300 — marking a 107.5% increase.
Casual Ethereum users are returning to the network since transaction
fees are declining. The average daily transaction fee has dwindled
from $11.6 on September 17th to $2.98 today, which — while still fairly
high - opens the door for smaller transfers and lower-ROI interactions
to again permeate on the network.

ý

ý

After a period of redistribution and short-term sell-offs
by Ethereum’s block creators throughout August, the combined
balance of Ethereum mining pools is once again on the rise, growing
by 50,000 ETH (~$18,200,000 at the time of writing) over the last
30 days.
A similar accumulation pattern has been observed by the 100 largest
non-exchange Ethereum addresses, aka Ethereum’s biggest
‘whales’. Since the September 5th bottom, the combined balance
of these 100 addresses alone has grown by 2,050,000 ETH
(~$749,000,000 at the time of writing), pointing to rising confidence
among ETH’s deep-pocket investors despite shaky market actions over
the past 30 days.

3

Reviewing
Ethereum’s Current
Accumulation Pattern
and DeFi Proliferation

Market Analysis Back to accumulating for key Ethereum stakeholders
Several influential Ethereum cohorts — including miners and some
of Ethereum’s largest non-exchange addresses — have been showing signs
of ongoing accumulation and increased confidence in the coin’s long-term
potential.
After a period of redistribution and short-term sell-offs by Ethereum’s block
creators throughout August, the combined balance of Ethereum mining pools

is once again on the rise, growing by 50,000 ETH (~$18,200,000 at the time
of writing) over the last 30 days.
In the past, major drop-offs in the collective holdings of Ethereum miners
frequently coincided with rising sell-side pressure and price regression, while
periods of miner accumulation often boded well for Ethereum’s price in the near
term.
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Market Analysis Back to accumulating for key Ethereum stakeholders
A similar accumulation pattern has been observed by the 100 largest nonexchange Ethereum addresses, aka Ethereum’s biggest ‘whales’. Since the
September 5th bottom, the combined balance of these 100 addresses alone has

grown by 2,050,000 ETH (~$749,000,000 at the time of writing), pointing to rising
confidence among ETH’s deep-pocket investors despite shaky market actions
over the past 30 days.
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Market Analysis Bearish sentiment and waning crowd interest — good for ETH?
After a period of relative calm, the amount of Ethereum-related mentions
on crypto social media surged on September 17th and 18th, coinciding
with the coin’s local top at $389.6 and an incoming price correction which
occurred a day later. Since then, Ethereum’s social volume has been in a state
of ongoing decline, dropping by -46.3% in the past 10 days and hitting its
lowest levels since mid-July.

Diminishing social volume often points to a waning interest in the coin’s shortterm price potential, and the diffusion of mainstream attention towards other
digital assets.

Explore
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Market Analysis Bearish sentiment and waning crowd interest — good for ETH?
Furthermore, Ethereum-related sentiment on crypto social media has also
turned increasingly bearish over the past week. According to Santiment’s social
algorithm, the community’s mood towards the second largest cryptocurrency
had been on the uptick since the September 9th bottom, but took another
tumble after the latest (September 23rd) correction.
Though it may sound counterintuitive, dwindling crowd interest and

progressively bearish sentiment may in fact bode well for the coin’s upcoming
market action. In the past, it has typically been extreme social volumes and
predominantly bullish discourse that coincided with price consolidation and
looming market corrections — not just for Ethereum, but Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies alike. Sparse community interest and bearish sentiment,
on the other hand, often mark ‘undervalued’ conditions, and give room for the
price to rally in lieu of irrational market confidence and FOMO-led discourse.

Explore
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Market Analysis ETH’s exchange data suggests diminishing sell-side pressure
Over the past 30 days, Ethereum’s exchange-related metrics have indicated
an ongoing decline in sell-side pressure and short-term exodus of ETH
holders.
Daily ETH deposits (addresses used to transfer ETH to exchanges) have

shrunk from 55027 on September 1st to a 3-month low 23821 on September
28th, marking a −56.7% decline and indicating a network-wide reduction
in sell-side pressure. Furthermore, the amount of ETH moving to known
exchange wallets daily has plunged from 298,000 on September 5th to just
80,350 yesterday.

Explore
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Market Analysis ETH’s exchange data suggests diminishing sell-side pressure
In line with dwindling ETH deposits, the available supply of ETH on exchanges
has also dropped from 15.6% of ETH’s total supply on September 1st to 14.3%
yesterday. On the whole, Ethereum’s recent exchange-bound activity may

suggest potential exhaustion among the coins’ bears on the one hand, and
increased confidence by incumbent holders on the other.
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Market Analysis Ethereum’s network activity rebounds — what’s behind the rise?
After a 40-day decline in Ethereum’s on-chain activity, the second half
of September saw a significant uptick in the amount of unique and new
addresses transacting on the Ethereum blockchain.
The number of addresses interacting with the Ethereum network daily
has risen from an average of 338,375 between September 1st – 16th
to 389,947 in the past 12 days. In other words, an additional 51,572 daily

addresses are — on average — using the Ethereum blockchain in the second
part of September.
Consequently, the number of new addresses created on the network daily
also mushroomed from an average of 75,876 in the first half of the month
to 82,962 throughout the second — a 9.3% increase.

Explore
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Market Analysis ETH’s MVRV ratio approaches ‘decision zone’
The sudden rise in Ethereum’s address activity might well be connected to the
launch of Uniswap’s new governance token (UNI) on September 17th, as the
project designated 150,000,000 UNI to be claimed by Uniswap’s historical users
and liquidity providers.
According to Santiment’s UNI dashboard, around 85,000,000 or 57%
of designated UNI was claimed in the first 24 hours, coinciding with the surge
in Ethereum’s level of network interactions.

While this might help explain the initial bounce, the amount of daily addresses
have remained fairly stable throughout the past 10 days, which could signal the
return of ‘casual’ network users amid declining transaction fees. On Ethereum,
the average daily transaction fee has dwindled from $11.6 on September 17th
to $2.98 today, which — while still fairly high — opens the door for smaller
transfers and lower-ROI interactions to again permeate on the network.
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Market Analysis Tokenized BTC on Ethereum and the proliferation of DeFi
The amount of tokenized Bitcoin on Ethereum has more than doubled in the
past 30 days, as decentralized finance platforms continue to evolve and the
demand for passive returns grows among Bitcoin holders.
In the first 8 months of 2020, the amount of tokenized BTC on Ethereum grew
from mere 970 to 57,000. In the past 30 days alone, that number skyrocketed
from 57,000 to 118,300 — marking a 107.5% increase.

Though major headway has been made in the past few months, only 0.64%
of Bitcoin’s total supply has been tokenized on Ethereum so far which could allow
for significant growth in the months to come, assuming DeFi-related solutions
continue to dominate the market discourse and promise exorbitant annual
percentage yields.

Coin supply
of tokenized Bitcoin

While the majority of Ethereum-bound BTC still takes the form of Wrapped
Bitcoin (87,300 WBTC or 73.7% of all tokenized BTC), the June launch of renBTC —

a non-custodial alternative to wrapped Bitcoin — has largely expedited
BTC’s entry in the Ethereum ecosystem. In just over 3 months, the amount
of renBTC has grown to 22,300, and now accounts for 18.8% of all tokenized
Bitcoin on Ethereum.

Tokenized Bitcoin on Ethereum
This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media and development information on 900+ cryptocurrencies.
Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven investment opportunities.
Sign Up
Sign up to Santiment here:
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Fundraising Activity

Legislation
North America

Binance sued for allegedly
facilitating money laundering with
'lax KYC'

UPDATED: State-by-state licensing
for crypto and payments firms
in the US just got much easier

Binance’s famously light Know Your
Customer requirements are being
targeted by the current owners of Zaif,
a Japanese cryptocurrency exchange that got
hacked in 2018. Plaintiffs are claiming that Binance’s weak KYC requirements and high daily
withdrawal limit facilitated the laundering
of $60 million stolen from the exchange.

The announcement
from the Conference of State Bank
Supervisors (CSBS)
has set out parameters for state licensing that will involve a single exam administered
by examiners from across the country. Nationwide payments firms, including crypto ones,
will be able to get a single license to operate
throughout the U.S.

SEP 15, 2020

Visit Page

FinCEN announces sweeping money
laundering regulations overhaul
The U.S. Financial
Crimes Enforce ment Network will
be changing the
anti-money laundering (AML) and
counter-terrorist financing (CTF) rules within
the financial sector. According to the statement,
crypto firms and exchanges will be in the
sights of the coming regulatory changes.
SEP 17, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 15, 2020

Unikrn ICO faces further SEC action
The SEC has accused
Unikrn of run ning its ICO without going through
the proper legal
channels in 2017.
Unikrn agreed to settle the charges by paying a $6.1 million penalty, to be distributed
to investors through a Fair Fund, disable the
UKG, publish notice of the order, and request
removal of UKG from all digital asset trading
platforms.
SEP 15, 2020

US ramps up enforcement actions
against global crypto scams
The US authorities
announced an imposition of sanctions on two Russian nationals who
used a sophistication
phishing campaign to steal at least $16.8 million
from the customers of three virtual currency
exchanges in 2017 and 2018.
SEP 17, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Visit Page

US banking regulator authorizes
federal banks to hold reserves for
stablecoins

Congress sees two new bills looking
to chart CFTC and SEC regulatory
turf in crypto

US SEC issues no-action letter
on compressed digital asset
settlement process

According to the U.S.
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, national banks
will be free to hold
reserve currencies
for stablecoins. This measure will only apply
to stablecoins backed 1:1 with another currency.

Two crypto bills
were introduced
in the U.S. House
of Representatives.
One aims to establish which cryptocurrencies are securities. The other looks to
put regulation of exchanges in the hands of
the country's commodities regulator.

The SEC issued a
no-action letter, stating it will not penalize any broker-dealer operating an
alternative trading
system (ATS) that trades digital asset securities — if they adhere to the new guidelines
that include 3 stages of a transaction processing.

SEP 21, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 24, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 26, 2020

Visit Page
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Legislation
Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Nigeria regulators recognize digital assets
in stunning new statement
The Nigerian Securities and Exchange Commission will register
and approve all digital assets,
treating cryptocurrencies and utility tokens as commodities. Security
tokens will be viewed as securities,
and derivatives and investment funds as “specified investments.”
SEP 15, 2020

Abkhazia to lift ban on crypto mining
Aslan Bzhania, the president of Abkhazia, stated that his government
plans to introduce “the most optimal mechanism” to regulate crypto
mining, rather than maintaining the
state’s current prohibition on blockchain-related activities.
SEP 18, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Gibraltar updates DLT framework to comply with
FATF rules
The Gibraltar Financial Services
Commission has updated its regulations governing the operation
of blockchain providers to include
the latest Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) rules, which include recommendations around virtual asset service providers (VASP) and
the ‘Travel Rule’.
SEP 20, 2020

Visit Page

Russian ministry proposes criminal charges for
failure to report crypto tax

European Commission to launch blockchain
regulatory sandbox by 2022

European Commission adopts digital finance
package for crypto and blockchain

Russia’s Ministry of Finance proposes that individuals who fail to report an amount of over 1 million
Russian rubles ($13,000) in annual
crypto operations should serve
a three-year prison term or hard
labor. Also, major fines were proposed for smaller unreported
amounts.

The European Commission in collaboration with the 30-country alliance
called the European Blockchain Partnership plans to launch a pan-European blockchain regulatory sandbox by 2022. The sandbox would test
use cases such as data portability, smart contracts and digital
identity in sectors including health, environment, mobility and
energy.

The European Commission officially adopted a new digital finance
package including digital finance
and retail payments strategies,
as well as legislative proposals
on crypto assets. The proposals aim
to introduce more stringent requirements for stablecoin issuers
in terms of capital, investor rights, and supervision

SEP 24, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 24, 2020

SEP 24, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Legislation
Rest of the World

Asia Pacific

South Korean police seize Bithumb shares
in third raid this month

Police summon Bithumb chairman for
questioning over alleged fraud

Crypto mining activities are now regulated
by the Venezuelan gov

South Korea’s cryptocurrency exchange Bithumb has been raided by the Seoul Metropolitan
Police for the third time this
month. The police seized a number of shares in Bithumb Holdings
belonging to Bithumb Korea Director Kim Byung-Geon.

The Seoul Metropolitan Police
is purportedly seeking to question Lee Jung-hoon, chairman
of board at Bithumb Korea and
Bithumb Holdings, who is allegedly accused of multiple fraud
and embezzlement offenses regarding the failed listing of the
BXA token.

Venezuela's National Superintendency of Crypto Assets and
Related Activities has issued the
decree to officially regulate all
crypto mining activities. Miners
are encouraged to join the national pool, and if they don’t, they'll be subject to the Crypto
Assets System's sanctions.

SEP 16, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 18, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 23, 2020

Visit Page

Indian police begin probe into alleged $270K
cryptocurrency exchange scam
The Economic Offence Wing
of the Delhi Police has launched
a probe against the operators
of the Pluto Exchange. Pluto’s founders allegedly lured investors by saying they were running crypto trading and cryptocurrency mining operations and
promised a return of 20–30% each month.
SEP 22, 2020

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Supply Chain

South Australian food and wine tracing platform
teams up with Hedera

Austrian gin makers to use blockchain
to guarantee bottles' rarity

The Australian government-backed
agricultural supply chain platform
Entrust will operate on a DLT platform Hedera Hashgraph. Entrust
focuses on protecting the wine
and dairy manufacturing industries from counterfeit fraud in the global markets, and driving
efficiency savings across agricultural sectors.

The Stin, an Austrian-based gin distiller, is set to use ICON (ICX), South
Korea’s public blockchain project,
to transparently track its supply
chain. A blockchain firm block42,
will be combining NFС technology with the ICON blockchain to maximize the security of the
tracking system.

SEP 22, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 22, 2020

Blockchain tech is helping to reduce the impact
of deforestation in Brazil
Major Brazilian meat processing
company JBS S.A. plans to launch
a blockchain-based traceability
system for its meat supply chain
to ensure it does not buy livestock
from farms that are known to have
illegally felled trees.
SEP 23, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Samsung’s new blockchain pilots are all about
transparently tracking medicine
The IT branch of Samsung Group announced the pilot program, named
“Disruptive innovation technology
for tracking drug distribution history,” which is aimed at guaranteeing transparency in the process
of tracking pharmaceutical drugs.
SEP 25, 2020

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Financial Services

BNP Paribas connects to major stock exchanges
with DAML smart contracts
BNP Paribas’ securities arm has
partnered with Digital Asset to develop a number of real-time applications using DAML-based smart
contracts. These apps will provide
market participants in the Asia Pacific
with real-time access to ASX’s and HKEX’s upcoming blockchain-based trading and settlement platforms.
SEP 15, 2020

Russia’s largest bank joins blockchain trade
finance platform
Sberbank Switzerland AG has
signed an agreement with Swiss
trade finance platform Komgo
to apply its blockchain-powered
trade finance service. The solution
may be later implemented by the
Russian branch of Sberbank.
SEP 15, 2020

Visit Page

Major Asian bank issues credit on SCB-backed
blockchain
The Asian Development Bank (ADB)
has settled its first letter of credit
transaction using the Standard
Chartered-backed Contour blockchain network. This settlement also
marked the first blockchain-based
LC transaction between Vietnam and Thailand.
SEP 16, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Figure Technologies releases fund services
offerings on blockchain
Figure Technologies used the
Provenance blockchain and aims
to use the technology to automate
much of the paper-based processes in fundraising and fund management. Services include capital
raising, investor onboarding, know-your-customer, anti-money
laundering and so on.
SEP 19, 2020

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Other Industries

Germany-based gaming company releases RPG
on the Litecoin blockchain

South Korean gov pledges to bring blockchain
voting into people’s homes

Indian state of Tamil Nadu announces blockchain
infrastructure plan

CipSoft CEO Stephan Vogler announced the release of LiteBringer, a role-playing fantasy game
which runs on top of the Litecoin
blockchain. The game is fully decentralized, meaning all users have
to be running a Litecoin node to play.

The South Korean Ministry of Science, chose a local firm, Ksign, to develop a blockchain-based platform
which will let residents engage
with electronic voting, parking
space management, and other housing-based governance measures.

The Indian state of Tamil Nadu intends to launch a project to provide
Knowledge Proof Identity-based
services delivery. The project will
be implemented by establishing and
leveraging the State Family Database
(SFDB) and Blockchain Backbone infrastructure.

SEP 15, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 16, 2020

Visit Page

US Space Force taps blockchain firm Xage
Security for data protection

Brazil plans to track COVID-19 vaccinations using
blockchain tech

United States Space Force and the
U.S. Air Force Research Lab have
chosen blockchain firm Xage Security to develop data security
systems. Xage Security Fabric has
a unified platform that can secure all
systems and removes single points of entry so hackers can’t wipe
information.

Brazil plans to use a blockchain-based system called the National Health Data Network, or RNDS.
Constructed using the Hyperledger
Fabric blockchain framework, the
system keeps tabs on anyone who
has received a COVID-19 vaccination.

SEP 20, 2020

SEP 24, 2020

SEP 20, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Fundraising Activity

First ICO mandating buyers to ‘use’
tokens is successful, collects $5M

Robinhood cashes in on lockdown trading
surge with $660M Series G funding

Investor: Multiple

Investor: Multiple, including Andreessen Horowitz,
Sequoia, DST Global, Ribbit Capital and 9Yards
Capital.

Fundraising company: ConsenSys Codefi
Business scope: Blockchain app
Headquarter: USA
Announcement date: September 15th, 2020
Funding amount: $5 million
SEP 15, 2020

Visit Page

Fundraising company: Robinhood
Business scope: Investment services
Headquarter: USA
Announcement date: September 23rd, 2020
Deal size: $660 million
SEP 23, 2020

Visit Page

Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that have
a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

